
 

Timbers and crystals are natural products and may vary in colour and structure.  

Agate: Focus, 

Protection 
Amethyst: Balance, 

Harmony 

Aventurine:  

Calmness 

Clear Quartz: 

Clarity, Awareness 
Dumortierite: 

Detachment 

Hematite: Vitality, 

Power 

Beauty & Precision... 
The JOYA® Crystal Range presents the beauty and energy of 

crystals which have been accompanying mankind for thou-

sands of years. The JOYA® Principle combines both in a 

unique way. Our precisely manufactured, interchangeable 

15mm and 30mm spheres allow to personalise any massage.  
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Landscape Jasper: 

Perseverance 
Magnesite: Stress 

Tolerance 

Milk/Snow Quartz: 

Self-Awareness 

Onyx Marble: 

Positive Thinking 

Red Jasper: Will 

Power, Persistence 

Rose Quartz: (Self)

Love, Openness 

Snowflake Obsidian: 

Motivation 
Sodalite: Truth, 

Self-Acceptance 

Unakite/Epidote: 

Patience, Capability 

Orange Aventurine: 

Cheerfulness 

Moss Agate: 

Liberation 
Nephrite/Jade: 

Certainty, Tolerance 

JOYAs® are made from PEFC-certified timbers or Mineral Composite:  

JOYA® Crystal Massage Rollers 
* create greater and deeper relaxation with less effort 

* take the strain off hands and thumbs while massaging 

* absolutely handy - easy to use for people of all ages  

* perfect for effective & safe self-massages 

* are even effective through clothing 

* are THE perfect gift 

* add new dimensions and precious treatments in massage 

practices, spas, retreats, hair & beauty salons, healing centre 

* have IICT approval in Australia as a tool and treatment 

modality, inclusive of our Professional Training 

 

Import & Distribution, Party Plan, Professional Training  

JOYA-Australia 

PO Box 1562, Cleveland QLD 4163 

ABN 98 672 955 226 
 

T: 0406 971 387 

info@joya-australia.com.au 

joya-australia.com.au 

Facebook.com/joyacrystalmassage 
 

Legal Notice 
JOYA® is a registered Trade Mark. All JOYA® products are protected. 

Discover JOYA® - Your Island of Tranquillity 
 

Joya is a Spanish word for treasure. Every time you relax your-

self or others with a JOYA Massage you will realise there is a 

treasure lying in your hands allowing you to simply roll away 

muscle tension & stress - enhancing health & wellbeing. 

JOYAs are unique, handy & effective  

massage tools for personal & professional use 
 

Operating on the idea of a freely rotating crystal-sphere 

JOYAs create an entirely new massage-experience: smoothly 

rolling crystals, deep relaxation, great pressure without strain 

on the masseuse fingers and thumbs.  
 

Relax yourself & others anywhere & anytime, from head to toe. 

JOYAs are ideal for neck, shoulders, back, arms and legs as 

well as for facials, acupressure and reflexology. 
 

With JOYA® everybody can massage! 



Comfortably warm ... 
The JOYA® Warming Pillow helps to 

loosen muscle tension prior to a 

massage. A JOYA® Massage with 

warmed crystals is a truly indulgent 

experience. Made from organic 

cotton and filled with non-

chemically treated grains the 

Warming Pillow has a small pocket to warm the JOYA® Massager 

and/or crystal in the pre-heated pillow.  

Our Classic ... 
The JOYA® Massage Roller Classic 

is the ideal massage tool to relax 

oneself or others from head to 

toe easily and effectively. The 

Classic lies perfectly in one’s 

hand and allows relaxing or 

deep, targeted massages effort-

lessly, without strain on fingers and thumbs. It is often used for 

relieving tension on neck, shoulders, back, hips, legs. 

The Classic is nice to look at - so leave it on the desk or coffee 

table as a reminder to relax. 

Absolutely professional ... 
The JOYA® Professional Range 

includes the JOYA® Classic, Mini 

and Pen. It offers Massage, 

Beauty and Crystal Therapists 

the advantage to treat their 

clients to an entirely unique mas-

sage (or facial) experience. 

JOYA creates greater and deeper results with less effort while 

saving therapist’s hands from strain related injuries. Made of a 

mineral composite it is suitable for repeated cleaning and 

disinfection - important when using oils on skin. 

“Our family went to Fiji for a holiday and we took our joyas 

with us as we use them nearly every day. Our Teenage boys 

picked the crystals. We used them heaps to massage away 

any stress. Thanks to JOYA!” Rita Wright, Sydney, NSW 

 

“My clients have reported an incredible sense of calm and 

relaxation that they have never experienced before. 

I couldn't imagine not having my joyas which is amazing as 

I’ve been massaging for twenty years - now joya saves my 

thumbs. Thanks for this fantastic tool.” Priscilla French, 

Priscilla's Holistic Massage and Beauty, Glenorie, NSW 

Pure Indulgence ... 
The JOYA® Double Set comes 

with 2 Classics and allows to 

simultaneously massage with 

both hands - an absolutely 

divine experience! A choice of 

three pairs of crystals offers a 

wider range of applications.  

All Sets also include a gem remover, booklet, pouches and a 

Crystal Sample Chart. 

Well treasured ... 
JOYA® Timber Cases are stun-

ningly beautiful and the perfect 

way to store JOYA® massagers 

and crystals. They are ideal as a 

professional display, for mobile 

therapists and the JOYA® collec-

tor. The elegant, hand crafted 

Cases are available for Classics and Pens.  

Celebrating massaging ... 
The JOYA® Warming Bowl is a beau-

tiful decoration and a practical  

accessory for warming the massage 

spheres prior or during a treatment. 

Applying crystals warm will increase 

their effect in a JOYA® Massage.  

When filled with essential oils, the 

Warming Bowl lends a pleasant 

aroma to the treatment space. 

Amethyst Chips and fireproof pads 

are available too. 

Learn more ... 
The JOYA® Book “Crystal Massage 

for Everyone” - often called the 

JOYA® Bible - provides step-by-step 

instructions for massaging oneself 

and others for particular health 

challenges. It gives details of the 

effects when using different crystals. 
 

JOYA® Crystal Chart summarizes crystal effects that have been 

observed in the JOYA® Massage, the associated chakras and 

zodiac signs. 

Small but mighty ... 
The JOYA® Massage Roller Mini is 

very effective for trigger point 

and reflex zone massages. It is 

popular for self-massages of small 

areas like face, neck, hand, feet 

and joints. If needed the Mini 

allows a very deep massage. 

It offers relaxation on the go as it is small enough to fit in any 

bag and can be closed with a cap. 

Relaxation  in  a  Double 
Pack ... 
The JOYA® Massage Roller Twin 

allows to simultaneously and 

safely massage the muscles right 

and left of the spine. It is also 

ideal to massage larger areas 

like the bottom and thighs. The Twin provides great stimulation 

for blood circulation and detoxification.  

Massage on the Spot ... 
The JOYA® Massage Pen is the 

most delicate JOYA® Massage 

Tool. As the smaller crystals can 

be applied more precisely it is 

ideal for facial massages - com-

bining the cosmetic and relaxing 

effects of smoothly rolling crystals. 

The Pen is popular for tension headaches, sinus problems and 

often used for baby massages. It is also perfect for professional 

pressure point and reflex zone massages as the crystal pressure 

is adjustable - allowing the Pen to be used like a wand. 


